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who were associated with the early work on insulin, 
and referred to the desire of Canadians to be in 
touch with 'the old land'. He said that, as professor 
of medical research in the University of Toronto, he 
saw research students passing away from the Uni
versity ; in one year forty-five per cent of the 
graduates of the University went to the United 
States ; nevertheless their bond with the British 
Empire was stronger than with America ; their 
desire was to become more British. He asked that 
Canadian students should be made kindly welcome 
in Britain in order that their sentiments of kinship 
might be made stronger. In Canada they are 
endeavouring to send their students to Britain, for 
the great thing about British medicine is that it rests 
on a solid foundation. Traditions are only beginning 
in Canada ; in this respect there is a great difference 
from Britain. The Canadian who comes over here 
takes back with him on his return some of the high 
traditions which guide men in Great Britain. The 
bonds of fellowship are stronger and more enduring 
than financial inducements, which are a source of 
weakness. Sir Frederick's great wish is that the ties 
with Britain should be strengthened. 

The Quetta Earthquake 

FEW details of scientific interest have as yet 
reached England from the Quetta district. Shocks 
of course continue to be felt, some of them strong 
enough to bring down walls left standing among the 
ruins. The destruction of Quetta City is almost 
complete. Landmarks of all kinds have disappeared, 
and the city is a widespread mass of debris. An 
official report gives the number of killed in it as 
26,000 out of a population of 40,000. In addition to 
the towns of Kalat and Mastung, at least one hundred 
villages have been totally destroyed within a band 
130 miles long and 20 miles wide, the number of 
killed in them being estimated as between 12,000 
and 15,000, so that the total number of deaths is 
probably about 40,000. So impossible is it to excavate 
the dead bodies in Quetta City that all the survivors 
have been removed in fear of an outbreak of disease. 
The city has been surrounded by barbed-wire en
tanglements and will be protected by guards in order 
to save the property of survivors from marauding 
tribesmen ; it is intended that the city shall remain 
so sealed for a whole year. 

International Co-operation in Americanist Studies 

AN important proposal for the promotion of studies 
in American ethnology and colonial history on an 
international basis is to be submitted to the next 
General Assembly of the League of Nations. It 
originated with M. Levillier, delegate of the Argen
tine, who proposed to the last General Assembly 
that arrangements should be made for the publication 
by international eo-operation of a series of original 
and authoritative works dealing with the indigenous 
peoples and cultures of the Americas and with the 
history of the discovery, geographical exploration, 
conquest, settlement and colonial government of the 
continent in the sixteenth century. The proposal 

was approved in principle and referred to the Inter
national Institute of Intellectual Co-operation for 
consideration and report on the organisation and 
financial arrangements necessary to give it effect. 
Such a scheme has now been prepared by a committee 
of Americanists appointed by the International 
Institute. The Committee is a strong body of dis
tinguished diplomatists and historians ; but as much 
stress is laid on the importance of the ethnology of 
America and the history of indigenous cultures, it is 
a little surprising to find that anthropology is repre
sented on the Committee by one member only. 
Although that member, M. Paul Rivet, is a host in 
himself, it might, perhaps, have been expected that 
some, at least, of the numerous distinguished authori
ties on American ethnology and cultur(l would have 
been included in the list of those consulted by corre
spondence, where Prof. Stolyhwo of Warsaw appears 
as the only anthropologist. 

THE suggestions of the Committee provide for the 
publication of, approximately, fourteen volumes 
dealing with indigenous ethnology and culture, and 
fifty dealing with the historical side of Americanist 
studies. These volumes would be published over a 
period of years at the rate of, say, four a year, two 
in ethnology and two in history. In a comprehensive 
and detailed synopsis of topics, the subject-matter 
has been classified into six sections, of which the first 
covers the geology and natural history of America 
and the archooology, physical anthropology, demo
graphy and culture of the Indians. The remaining 
five sections cover European relations with America 
before and after the Spanish discovery, the history 
of the discovery and exploration of the various parts 
of the continent, the conquest, the colonial period 
and administrative, social, religious and economic 
organisation during the sixteenth and down to the 
beginning of the seventeenth century from all points 
of view. The preparation of the volumes, which will 
appear in English or French, and will be in the 
nature both of monographs on specific points of 
research and treatises of a synoptic and general 
character, will be entrusted to scholars of admitted 
and international repute. The general aim of the 
Committee in preparing tho scheme has been to 
promote the better mutual understanding of the 
peoples of the Americas and Europe and at the same 
time to remove popular misconceptions as to the 
methods and aims of the conquistadores and early 
colonists. While the Committee is unable to suggest 
precisely the price at which volumes should be 
published, as this must vary according to the amount 
of illustration, it mentions as an approximate figure 
60 francs, with a subscription price of 40 francs, and 
invites advance promises to subscribe in order to 
facilitate consideration of its proposals. 

Origin of Man Again 

AT the Victoria Institute or Philosophical Society 
of Great Britain, on March 25, Mr. Douglas Dewar 
read a paper entitled "A Critical Examination of the 
supposed Fossil Links between Man and the Lower 
Animals". The paper contains no critical examination 
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